


Get The Right Person for The Job! 
 
Your home is likely your most valuable possession so why risk 

using an unqualified or negligent tradesperson? With most TV 

antenna installations requiring access onto the roof broken tiles 

and resulting water leaks can be damaging and costly requiring 

plastering and repainting. You also need an antenna technician 

who will carry out all work according to an approved Safe Work 

Method Statement ensuring not only his safety but also the safety 

of you and your family. Do your homework when evaluating 

potential antenna technicians, consider if they have the necessary 

training/experience to carry out the work safely and are insured 

with a current Public and Product Liability policy.  

 

Luckily at Australian Antennas all this work has been done for you! 

We only employ professional and reliable technicians that exceed 

industry standards. Using exclusively high quality components and 

trained in the latest OH&S safety methods you can be sure that all 

work will be carried out with a fantastic result and no stress so you 

can get on with your day! 
 



Get The Right Tool For The Job! 
 

You’d be surprised how often customers ask us if they can have the 

biggest and most expensive antenna to get the best signal only to be 

told by us that this doesn’t always provide them with the best result. 

Digital signals must be measured to be within a specific range, too 

much or too little signal can cause problems equally. Sometimes a 

smaller lower gain antenna will actually work better and in other 

cases the existing antenna may be fine and a loose or shorted 

connection, crushed cable or rusted splitter can be the cause of poor 

reception. 

 

All TV antenna installations should begin with a technician performing 

a digital signal site survey where they will test existing signal levels 

and quality from an antenna on the roof. The signal levels can then be 

compared to other points in the antenna system such as the splitter 

and TV outlet. This information will provide the technician with the 

knowledge to fix almost any problem.  

 
 
 



Get The Right Price For The Job! 
 

Sounds obvious right? I’m sure you’ve heard the phrase ‘you get what 

you pay for’. This works both ways however as paying too little often 

means you may be dealing with an untrained or uninsured 

tradesperson who will use the cheapest parts and cut corners to try 

get as many installations done in a day as possible. The other side of 

this is the tradesperson who will try to exploit your good nature or lack 

of knowledge and take you for every cent they can. 

 

Unfortunately being in the industry for over 27 years we have seen 

both situations all too often. On numerous occasions we have been 

called and asked to rectify another tradespersons mistakes which is 

always a shame as it can end up costing the customer more money 

than getting the job done right first go. 

 

We continually monitor our pricing and strive to offer the best value 

for money to our customers whilst using high quality parts and 

following approved industry guidelines. Being privately owned and not 

a franchised operation allows us to keep the costs down to ensure 

you the customer are completely satisfied. 

 

 

 


